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SUMMARY

To date, cross-species comparisons of genetic
interactomes have been restricted to small or functionally related gene sets, limiting our ability to infer
evolutionary trends. To facilitate a more comprehensive analysis, we constructed a genome-scale
epistasis map (E-MAP) for the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, providing phenotypic
signatures for 60% of the nonessential genome.
Using these signatures, we generated a catalog of
297 functional modules, and we assigned function
to 144 previously uncharacterized genes, including
mRNA splicing and DNA damage checkpoint factors.
Comparison with an integrated genetic interactome
from the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae
revealed a hierarchical model for the evolution of
genetic interactions, with conservation highest
within protein complexes, lower within biological
processes, and lowest between distinct biological
processes. Despite the large evolutionary distance
and extensive rewiring of individual interactions,
both networks retain conserved features and display
similar levels of functional crosstalk between biolog-

ical processes, suggesting general design principles
of genetic interactomes.
INTRODUCTION
Epistasis is a biological phenomenon in which the phenotype of
one gene is affected by the presence or absence of another
gene. Such relationships are broadly termed genetic (or
epistatic) interactions (GIs). Unlike protein-protein interactions
(PPIs), which are limited to gene products that interact physically, GIs report on functional relationships and reveal how
groups of proteins and complexes work together to carry out
higher level biological functions and describe the crosstalk
between pathways and processes (Beltrao et al., 2010). Thus,
GI networks are a natural complement to PPI maps and
integrating these two types of information has proven to be
extremely powerful in understanding complex biological
phenomenon in a variety of systems (Kelley and Ideker, 2005;
Keogh et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2007; Bandyopadhyay et al.,
2008; Wilmes et al., 2008; Hannum et al., 2009). Genetic interactions serve as a bridge between genotype and phenotype and
are instrumental in revealing functional redundancies in biological networks. For example, in S. cerevisiae, only 1,100 out
of 6,000 possible individual gene deletions are lethal in rich
medium (Giaever et al., 2002), while 11,000 pairwise deletions
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have been reported to cause cell death (Stark et al., 2011).
Furthermore it has been suggested that genetic interactions
are vital to understanding the causes of human disease (Lehner,
2007) and may account for the ‘‘missing heritability’’ of complex
trait studies (Carlborg and Haley, 2004; Hannum et al., 2009;
Manolio et al., 2009; Zuk et al., 2012).
Genetic interactions can be divided into three broad categories: (1) aggravating (negative), whereby the double-mutant
phenotype is stronger than is expected from the phenotypes
associated with the single mutants, (2) alleviating (positive),
whereby the double mutant phenotype is weaker than anticipated, and (3) neutral, where the measured phenotype is as
expected (Phillips, 2008; Beltrao et al., 2010). Frameworks for
modeling and scoring genetic interactions are normally centered
at zero (i.e., a neutral gene pair) (Schuldiner et al., 2005; Collins
et al., 2006, 2010; Baryshnikova et al., 2010; Horn et al., 2011)
and have been developed to capture a continuous spectrum of
phenotype strengths. The bulk of the available data has been
generated in the budding yeast, S. cerevisiae, where fitness
(derived from colony size) is most commonly used as a phenotypic readout. Several methodologies have been developed to
quantify these relationships in a variety of other organisms,
including E. coli (Butland et al., 2008; Typas et al., 2008),
S. pombe (Roguev et al., 2007; Dixon et al., 2008), C. elegans
(Lehner et al., 2006; Byrne et al., 2007) and D. melanogaster
(Horn et al., 2011), by deleting, mutating, or knocking down
expression of genes in a pair-wise fashion.
To date, genome-wide epistasis data has only been available
for S. cerevisiae (Costanzo et al., 2010). In other organisms, the
available data sets are either small in scale or focused on specific
processes or pathways, including an analysis of chromatin
function in S. pombe (Roguev et al., 2008), cell envelope biogenesis in E. coli (Babu et al., 2011), and signaling networks in
D. melanogaster (Horn et al., 2011) and C. elegans (Lehner
et al., 2006; Byrne et al., 2007). Therefore, the extent to which
genetic interactions are conserved across species remains an
open question. While earlier work has reported specific trends
relating to the conservation and evolution of GIs (Byrne et al.,
2007; Dixon et al., 2008; Roguev et al., 2008; Tischler et al.,
2008), it is not clear how much of the knowledge gathered in
one species can be applied to others and which individual interactions and network features are likely to be conserved. In this
study, we present a genome-wide, quantitative genetic interaction map (or epistatic miniarray profile [E-MAP]) for the fission
yeast, S. pombe. Fission yeast is estimated to be separated
from S. cerevisiae by more than 400 million years of evolution
(Sipiczki, 2000), and is in many ways more similar to metazoans,
including aspects of messenger RNA (mRNA) splicing (due to the
extensive presence of introns), gene expression controlled in
part by the RNA interference (RNAi) machinery, metazoan-like
epigenetic mechanisms, and cell-cycle regulation by the G2/M
transition control (Wood, 2006). Our data allow for a comprehensive functional interrogation of these (and other) biological
processes and facilitate the creation of a global S. pombe map
of functional modules and assignment of specific function to
many previously uncharacterized genes. Finally, analysis of
these data in conjunction with our consolidated GI map from
S. cerevisiae enables an unprecedented comparison of the
692 Molecular Cell 46, 691–704, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

genetic architecture of two organisms, revealing global trends
that arguably exist in all eukaryotic species.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A Global Genetic Interaction Map in S. pombe
Using the Pombe Epistasis Mapper (PEM) system our group
developed (Roguev et al., 2007), we screened 953 alleles (Table
S1 available online) of 876 genes against a fission yeast mutant
library containing more than 2,000 deletions (Table S1), resulting
in an E-MAP containing 1.6 million pairwise measurements
(Data Sets S1 and S2). The majority of the genes screened are
broadly conserved across eukaryotes, with subsets that are
fungal- and fission yeast-specific (Figure 1A and Table S1). We obtained genetic interaction profiles for 50% of the genome, resulting in representation of over half of the nonessential components
of virtually every major biological process (Figure 1B and Table
S1). Both internal and external validation showed the data to be
of high quality and reproducibility (Supplemental Experimental
Procedures and Figure S1). All genetic interaction data are available online at (http://interactome-cmp.ucsf.edu/pombe2012/).
A Global Map of Functional Modules in S. pombe
We previously reported that pairs of genes with similar genetic
interaction profiles frequently encode proteins that belong to
the same protein complex or work in the same functional
pathway in fission yeast (Roguev et al., 2008), a network feature
also observed in S. cerevisiae (Tong et al., 2004; Schuldiner et al.,
2005; Collins et al., 2007; Beltrao et al., 2010). In an attempt to
represent the entire data set in an intuitive fashion, the profile
from each mutant was compared to the profiles of all other
mutants on the E-MAP and a similarity score was generated
for each pair of mutants (Data Set S3 and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). These similarity scores were then subjected to hierarchical clustering, grouping genes that have
similar genetic interaction profiles, suggesting that they are functionally related (Figure 2). Many known protein complexes were
recapitulated from this matrix, including the SWR-C chromatinremodeling complex (Krogan et al., 2003; Kobor et al., 2004;
Mizuguchi et al., 2004), CTDK-C (Sterner et al., 1995), and the
GCN5 module of SAGA (Helmlinger et al., 2008), complexes
that regulate transcription by RNA polymerase II, the retromer
complex (Seaman et al., 1998; Iwaki et al., 2006), and the large
and small subunits of the ribosome (Figure 2). Protein complexes
containing components essential in S. cerevisiae, and thus
difficult to genetically interrogate in that organism, were also
identified, including the chromosome segregation complex,
DASH-C (Figure 2). Interestingly, subunits of DASH-C clustered
with the kinesins klp5 and klp6, whose protein products form
a heterocomplex (Garcia et al., 2002) that functionally overlaps
DASH-C in establishing bipolar chromosome attachment during
mitosis (Sanchez-Perez et al., 2005). dad1 has a lower similarity
score to other members of DASH-C (Figure 2), consistent with its
unique role as a constitutive component of the kinetochore
(Sanchez-Perez et al., 2005).
As genetic data allow for the grouping of factors that act
together but are not necessarily physically associated, we
were also able to identify several previously characterized
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Figure 1. Overview of the Genes Included in This Study
(A) Species distribution of the genes in the fission yeast E-MAP. Species distribution data obtained from Pombase (Wood et al., 2012). For a complete list of the
genes in each category, see Table S1.
(B) Coverage of the nonessential genes with respect to different biological processes. Shown are genes present on the library array from Bioneer (http://pombe.
bioneer.co.kr) only (blue), as queries only (red), and present as both arrays and queries (orange). For each process, the total number of nonessential genes present
in the E-MAP is given as the figure in brackets. For a full assignment of genes to different biological processes, see Table S1.
See also Figure S1, Table S1, and Data Sets S1 and S2.

functional pathways. These included components of the RNAi
pathway, the AP3 adaptor complex with vam7 (Angers and
Merz, 2009), components of the DNA damage checkpoint
pathway and factors involved in protein glycosylation and TOR
signaling (Figure 2). The TOR pathway in fission yeast, like that
in higher eukaryotes, contains a tuberous sclerosis complex
(TSC) composed of tsc1 and tsc2 that acts as a regulator for TOR
signaling. In contrast to its regulatory role on TOR complex 1,
where the TSC negatively regulates TOR via GTPase RHEB,
the TSC has been shown to be necessary for activation of TOR
complex 2 in mammalian cells (Huang et al., 2008). Consistent
with this role, tsc1 and tsc2 group together with members of
the TORC2 complex, including tor1 and ste20 (Figure 2). Furthermore, within the TORC2 group is the uncharacterized gene,
SPBC1778.05c, which shows high sequence similarity (39%)
(Figure S2A) with the human gene LAMTOR2, a factor known
to regulate the Tor pathway (Sancak et al., 2010). This high
sequence similarity together with our genetic evidence linking
SPBC1778.05c to the TOR pathway, suggest that this gene is
the S. pombe ortholog of LAMTOR2. Additional previously
uncharacterized genes were also linked to specific function
based on the hierarchical clustering, including a component of
the Far8/Far10 complex (SPAC2C4.10c), a gene involved in
peroxisome regulation (SPAC323.03c), a factor involved in the
function of the UPF1/NAM7 nonsense-mediated decay complex
(SPBC2F12.03c), and a component of the G protein signaling
machinery (SPCC188.10c) (Figure 2).
By applying a threshold to the similarity metric used to
generate the hierarchical clustering in Figure 2 (Figure S2B and
Supplemental Experimental Procedures), we were able to
identify 297 nonoverlapping, distinct functional modules with
a minimum average similarity score of 0.1. These modules range

in size from 2 to 26 genes (Table S2). In total, we were able to
assign function to 144 previously uncharacterized genes by their
inclusion in specific modules. For example, in module 289,
which contains several genes involved in mRNA splicing, we
found two previously uncharacterized genes: SPAC1610.01
and SPAC18G6.13. Deletion of one of them (SPAC1610.01)
resulted in a strong negative interaction with the splicing factor
prp43 (Figure 3A), as well as increased levels of intron accumulation of several genes (Figures 3B and S3A), an effect exacerbated in a SPAC1610.01D prp43-DAmP double mutant. The
S. cerevisiae ortholog of this gene, YKL183W, while functionally
uncharacterized, is known to physically interact with the splicing
factor Smd1 in S. cerevisiae (Yu et al., 2008). Furthermore,
SPAC1610.01 belongs to the same protein family (ICln_channel)
as the human methylosome subunit pICln, which has been implicated in snRNA biogenesis (Pu et al., 1999), consistent with our
observations in S. pombe.
We also found the uncharacterized gene SPCC2H8.05c as
a part of module 203 (Table S2), which contains several wellcharacterized DNA damage checkpoint regulators, including
rad9, rad17, and crb2. Further experiments showed that deletion
of SPCC2H8.05c results in sensitivity to MMS (Figure 3C), as well
as an S phase delay in the cell cycle after exposure to MMS
(Figures 3D and 3E), suggesting that this protein plays a role in
regulating the DNA damage checkpoint pathway. Interestingly,
SPCC2H8.05c has moderate sequence similarity (25%) (Figure S3B) and shows similar phenotypes to the human protein
RHINO, a recently discovered DNA damage response factor
(Cotta-Ramusino et al., 2011). A complete list of all functional
modules and the proteins contained within them is presented
in Table S2 and is also available in a searchable format on the
web (http://interactome-cmp.ucsf.edu/pombe2012/modules/).
Molecular Cell 46, 691–704, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 693
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Clustering of Genetic Interaction Profiles
Genes are grouped based on the similarity of their genetic interaction profiles. Modules discussed in the text are magnified and labeled and uncharacterized
genes within these modules are highlighted in bold red. Genes are labeled using their S. pombe common name, followed by the common names of their
S. cerevisiae orthologs if present (with paralogs separated by underscores). Only genes with at least one similarity score R 0.1 are included in this representation
(a complete data set is provided in Data Set S3). See also Figure S2, Table S2, and Data Set S3.

Identification of Evolutionarily Conserved Functional
Modules
To date, large-scale, quantitative genetic interaction data has
only been collected in S. cerevisiae. The S. pombe data set
694 Molecular Cell 46, 691–704, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

described in this study is the largest genetic interaction map
generated in another species, allowing us to carry out an extensive evolutionary analysis of the GI network architecture of two
eukaryotic species. To facilitate this comparative cross-species
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Figure
3. Functional
Characterization
SPAC1610.01 and SPCC2H8.05c

of

(A) Temperature sensitive phenotype of SPAC1610.01D.
Serial dilutions of wild-type (WT), SPAC1610.01D, and
SPAC1610.01D prp43-DAmP mutants grown at 30 C,
37 C, and 16 C.
(B) Intron accumulation in SPAC1610.01D measured by
qRT-PCR expressed as mean fold change over WT. Error
bars indicate standard errors derived from at least two
replicate experiments. See Figure S3A for a semiquantitative PCR experiment.
(C) SPCC2H8.05cD results in sensitivity to the DNA
damaging agent, MMS (methyl methanesulfonate).
(D) MMS-induced S phase delay in SPCC2H8.05cD.
(E) Quantification of the S phase distribution from (D).
Three hours after 0.03% MMS exposure, significantly
fewer (p < 0.01) SPCC2H8.05cD cells are in S phase
compared to WT. Means and standard errors (shown as
vertical lines) were derived from five independent experiments.
See also Figure S3.

C

D

E

analysis, we developed an algorithm to integrate the majority of
existing quantitative genetic interaction data from S. cerevisiae
into a single data set, including data from a recent genomewide screen (Costanzo et al., 2010) and several smaller-scale
functionally focused E-MAP screens (Data Set S4) (Schuldiner
et al., 2005; Collins et al., 2007; Wilmes et al., 2008; Fiedler

et al., 2009; Aguilar et al., 2010; Bandyopadhyay
et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 2010; Hoppins et al.,
2011) (unpublished data). The scoring system
used to generate the genome-wide data set
(SGA-score [Baryshnikova et al., 2010]) differs
from that used to generate the functionally
focused E-MAP data sets (S score [Collins
et al., 2010]), although both methods attempt
to model the same biological phenomena. We
first verified that the genome-wide data were
of similar quality to the functionally focused
screens in terms of internal reproducibility (Figure S4A), ability to predict known genetic interactions (Figure S4B), and ability to predict
protein-protein interactions (Figure S4C). We
then verified that the genetic interaction scores
from both methods were highly correlated (Figure S5A). Despite this high correlation, the
range and distribution of interaction scores
from both methods were significantly different
(Figure S5B). To overcome this, a nonlinear
scaling method was applied to the genomewide data (Figures S5C–S3E and Supplemental
Experimental Procedures) and the smaller-scale
E-MAP data sets before all S. cerevisiae data
were merged into a final data set (Data Set S4).
The identification of conserved biological
subnetworks is a growing field of research
(Sharan and Ideker, 2006). For example,
methods have been developed to identify
conserved linear pathways (Kelley et al., 2003)
or protein complexes (Sharan et al., 2005) from protein interaction networks, or conserved coregulated modules from gene
expression (Stuart et al., 2003) or chromatin immunoprecipitation data (Tan et al., 2007). We developed a clustering procedure
designed specifically to identify conserved functional modules
from genetic interaction data (see the Supplemental
Molecular Cell 46, 691–704, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 695
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Experimental Procedures for full details) and used it to identify
105 evolutionarily conserved functional modules present in
both species (Figure 4A and Table S2). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis indicated that 61 of them are significantly enriched for
known complexes, including the mitotic checkpoint complex
(mad1, mad2, mad3, and bub3) (Fraschini et al., 2001), or for
pathways, such as the alg genes involved in oligosaccharyl
synthesis (alg5, alg6, alg8, alg9, alg12, and die2) (Jakob et al.,
1998). A literature survey of the remaining 44 modules revealed
that, although not documented in the Gene Ontology, many of
them belong to the same pathway or complex, including the
Tma20/Tma22 translation complex (Fleischer et al., 2006) and
Aim13/Fcj1 (Figure 4A), which is part of the recently discovered
MitOS complex (Hoppins et al., 2011).
For many of the identified modules, experimental support for
their existence was previously present only in one species;
evidence in the other species was either absent or based on
sequence similarity alone (e.g., prefoldin and elongator in
S. pombe). Furthermore, the exact ortholog mapping between
these two species has been complicated in many cases by
gene duplications prior to or following their divergence more
than 400 million years ago (Sipiczki, 2000). In these cases, it is
unclear which of the several possible paralogs are part of the
same functional module in the two modern organisms. In such
instances, the E-MAP phenotypic signatures can be used to
identify the correct functional orthology relationship. For
example, in S. cerevisiae, there exist two orthologs of
S. pombe set3 (SET3 and SET4), a putative methyltransferase
in the Set3-C chromatin remodeling complex. This complex
also contains Hos2, a histone deacetylase, and Sif2 (Pijnappel
et al., 2001; Krogan et al., 2006). In conserved module 1,
we find all three known components (SET3, HOS2, and SIF2)
(Figure 4B). In budding yeast, SET4 displays a genetic interaction
pattern distinct from the rest of the Set3-C, suggesting that it has
a role outside the Set3-C. Consistent with this, Set4 has not been
shown to physically associate with the Set3-C (Pijnappel et al.,
2001; Krogan et al., 2006). The converse can be observed in
another example in S. pombe: there are two orthologs of
S. cerevisiae RCO1, both of which belong to conserved module
41, which corresponds to the Rpd3C(S) histone deacetylase
complex (Figure 4C) involved in suppressing spurious transcription in coding regions of genes (Carrozza et al., 2005; Keogh
et al., 2005). These data suggest that both of the proteins
(Cph1 and Cph2) are physically part of the Rpd3C(S) complex
in fission yeast, a prediction that is supported by protein-protein
interaction studies (Shevchenko et al., 2008).
We hypothesized that conserved profile similarity likely
reflects conserved copathway or cocomplex membership. To
test this, we focused on the DSC complex, which was recently
identified in S. pombe and is required for cleavage of the
membrane bound hypoxic transcription factor Sre1 in that
organism (Stewart et al., 2011a). It has been suggested that

the complex, which has functional links to the proteasome,
may be involved in Golgi protein quality control (Stewart et al.,
2011b). Initially, only four subunits of the complex were
described (Dsc1, Dsc2, Dsc3, and Dsc4); however, a fifth has
recently been reported (Ucp10/Dsc5) (Stewart et al., 2011a).
S. cerevisiae has orthologs for dsc1 (TUL1), dsc2 (YOL073C),
and dsc3 (YOR223W) but not dsc4, as well as a duplication of
the ucp10 gene (UBX2 and UBX3). Consequently, it is not clear
from sequence alone whether the complex is conserved and
how the paralogs should be annotated. In our analysis, we identified a conserved functional module (module 61) corresponding
to four members of the S. pombe complex (Ucp10, Dsc1, Dsc2,
and Dsc3) with S. cerevisiae orthologs (Figure 4D). UBX2, the
paralog of UBX3, is not a part of the S. cerevisiae module, suggesting that it is functionally and physically distinct from the
DSC complex in budding yeast. In order to test this prediction,
S. cerevisiae Yol073c (Dsc2) was immunoprecipitated with an
antibody, and Tul1, Yor223w, and Ubx3 were shown to be physically associated (Figure 4D), confirming that this complex does
exist in budding yeast. Ubx2 was shown not to be physically
associated with Dsc2 (Figure S6), consistent with our prediction.
Network Feature Conservation
We next explored the conservation of global trends with the
budding and fission yeast genetic interaction maps. By
comparing genetic interaction data derived from S. cerevisiae
to other, orthogonal data sets, several interesting observations
have been previously reported. For example, pairs of genes
that display strong genetic interactions are significantly more
likely than random gene pairs to share other biological features,
including similar deletion phenotypes (Tong et al., 2004),
membership of the same biological process (Wilmes et al.,
2008), and, particularly in the case of positive interactions,
membership of the same protein complex (Schuldiner et al.,
2005; Collins et al., 2007). We were able to confirm these
observations in both S. pombe (Figure 5A) and S. cerevisiae
(Figure 5B) on a global scale, suggesting that they will also be
present in other eukaryotic species. Additionally, genes whose
products are members of protein complexes display a disproportionally high number of genetic interactions overall (Michaut
et al., 2011), a network topology feature we find conserved in
both S. cerevisiae and S. pombe (Figure 5C).
Two classes of genes are especially interesting when trying to
understand how genetic interactomes evolve. These are
sequence orphans (genes with no identifiable orthologs in any
other species) and ortho-essential genes (nonessential genes
whose ortholog is essential). We find that in both species,
sequence orphans have significantly fewer genetic interactions
when compared to other genes (Figure 5D). These results are
consistent with two of the predominant interpretations for the
existence of sequence orphans: (1) sequence orphans may be
rapidly evolving (Schmid and Aquadro, 2001), preventing the

identified, and their S. pombe counterparts, is given in Table S2. Blue edges correspond to pairs of genes that have high E-MAP similarity scores, and green
edges represent pairs of factors that are physically associated from previous studies, whereas dashed red edges represent paralogs within one species. For the
immunoprecipitation assay in (D), Dsc2 binding proteins were immunopurified from detergent lysates of wild-type and dsc2D cells with anti-Dsc2 affinity purified
polyclonal antibody. Equal amounts of total (lanes 1 and 2) and unbound fractions (lanes 3 and 4) along with 10 3 bound fractions (lanes 5 and 6) were immunoblotted using the indicated HRP-conjugated antibodies. See also Figure S6 for an additional experiment confirming that Dsc2 binds to Ubx3, but not Ubx2.
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Figure 5. Conserved Network Features
(A and B) Pairs of genes which interact genetically in S. pombe (A) and S. cerevisiae (B) are more likely to display the same knockout phenotype and share
membership of the same biological process and protein complex. Data are expressed as fold change over all gene pairs in the E-MAP. S. pombe and S. cerevisiae
process annotations are presented in Table S1.
(C) Members of known protein complexes have more genetic interactions. Bar height represents the median normalized genetic interaction degree for different
categories of genes.
(D) Sequence orphans have fewer genetic interactions.
(E) Nonessential S. pombe genes, whose S.cerevisiae ortholog is essential, have more genetic interactions than genes whose ortholog is nonessential. The same
applies for S. cerevisiae.
For (C)–(E), the normalized genetic interaction degree for a gene is the number of significant genetic interactions for that gene, divided by the total number of
measured interactions involving that gene. Error bars are calculated using 1000-fold bootstrap resampling. p values are calculated using a two-sided MannWhitney U test.
See also Figure S4.

identification of a sequence ortholog, and the lack of genetic
interactions represents a lack of functional constraints imposed
by other genes and (2) sequence orphans have arisen de novo
from noncoding regions (Tautz and Domazet-Lo
so, 2011) and
the lack of interactions reflects incomplete integration into the
cellular network. The latter theory is consistent with observations
from protein-protein interaction networks (Capra et al., 2010).
Finally, in the two yeast species, 83% of the one-to-one
orthologs have conserved dispensability, i.e., they are either
essential or nonessential in both species (Kim et al., 2010). The
remaining 17% (ortho-essential) genes have differing essentiality
between the two species. We find that ortho-essential genes in
both S. cerevisiae and S. pombe have 2.5 times more genetic
interactions than nonessential genes with nonessential orthologs
(Figure 5E). These results suggest that although not essential for
growth under standard laboratory conditions, these genes still
contribute significantly to the robustness of the cell. The interpretation here depends primarily on whether one assumes that an
ortho-essential gene was essential in the last common ancestor
of the two species. If it was essential, and became nonessential
in the modern organism, this may have happened through the
accumulation of buffering relationships with other genes, also
reflected by the high genetic interaction degree. On the
converse, if it was nonessential in the ancestral species, but
698 Molecular Cell 46, 691–704, June 8, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.

had a high number of buffering relationships with other genes,
then a perturbation to any of these partners could render the
gene essential in the modern organism.
Our cross-species analyses confirm that the presence of
epistatic interactions generally reflects close functional associations among genes. It further suggests that genes that are
evolving new or altered functions (i.e., sequence orphans)
show delayed integration into the genetic interaction network,
while genes with an essential ortholog are heavily integrated
into the network. Since we have observed these network feature
trends in two very divergent organisms, we suggest that they will
be present throughout all eukaryotic species.
Hierarchical Modularity of Genetic Interactions
Previous work has shown that the genetic interactions between
genes encoding components of the same protein complex,
especially the positive ones, are highly conserved between
budding and fission yeast (Roguev et al., 2008), suggesting
that these functional modules are conserved across species.
The data presented here support and expand these observations. To make our conservation estimates as accurate as
possible, they were adjusted to take into account the reproducibility of different categories of interactions (Supplemental
Experimental Procedures). In addition to high conservation of
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positive genetic interactions within protein complexes (70%)
(S score > 1.8), we find a high degree of conservation for negative
interactions (68%) (S score < 2.3) (Figure 6A). This finding
suggests that not only the dependencies, but also the buffering
relationships within complexes are highly conserved.
However, biological systems do not exhibit just one level of
modularity, since groups of complexes and pathways function
together to carry out highly orchestrated and complex cellular
processes such as translation or mitosis. Indeed, careful scrutiny
of the data presented in Figure 2 reveals many instances of
such hierarchical modularity. For example, two distinct clusters
corresponding to the large and small ribosomal subunits can
be distinguished. These are ultimately united in a single ribosomal subtree (Figure S2B). Higher up the tree, a larger cluster
encompassing many genes involved in translation regulation
and ribosome biogenesis is apparent (Figure S2B).
Interestingly, using the interaction strength cut-offs described
above and process definitions obtained from the Gene Ontology
(Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Table S1), we find
that interactions between genes belonging to the same biological process are less conserved than interactions within
complexes (positive interactions, 58%; negative interactions,
38%), but significantly more conserved than interactions
between genes functioning in separate processes (positive interactions, 19%; negative interactions, 15%) (Figure 6A). Analysis
of the complete data set is consistent with these observations:
the genetic interactions between the two species become less
conserved as larger modules are considered (same complex,
r = 0.46; same process, r = 0.16; different process, r = 0.03)
(Figure 6B). These observations, combined with the fact that
genes within the same complex or process are significantly
more likely to interact than random gene pairs, suggests that
biological systems exhibit multiple hierarchical levels of modularity and that the extent of rewiring of genetic interactions is
dependent on the specificity of the module they belong to
(Figure 6C).
Global Connectivity of Biological Processes
We next analyzed the functional connectivity between the
different processes in the two organisms, identifying pairs of
processes that are enriched (or depleted) for genetic interactions
in fission yeast (Figure 7A and Table S3). Consistent with Figure 5A, we find that genes within the same process tend to be enriched in genetic interactions (large circles along the diagonal on
Figure 7A). Interestingly, we also see significant enrichment
between distinct biological processes, (large circles off the diagonal on Figure 7A). There is a clear indication of the existence of
‘‘hub processes’’—central processes that interact with many
diverse functions, such as chromatin/transcription, mitosis,
and mitochondrion organization. The role of chromatin as

Figure 6. Hierarchical Conservation of Genetic Interactions
(A) Calculated percentage of conserved genetic interactions for different
categories of gene pairs. Estimates were derived by comparing the observed
cross-species conservation of genetic interactions to the within-species
reproducibility of genetic interactions in the same category. See the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full details.
(B) A scatter plot of S. pombe and S. cerevisiae genetic interaction scores for
pairs of genes belonging to different categories. r values were calculated with
Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

(C) A model for the evolution of genetic interactions with different colors
representing the level of conservation. Genetic interactions between gene
pairs whose products are cocomplexed are highly conserved (orange), those
between genes participating in the same biological process are less conserved
(green), while interactions between genes involved in distinct biological
processes are poorly conserved (blue).
See also Figure S5 and Data Set S4.
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Figure 7. Conservation of Functional Crosstalk Between Biological
Processes
(A) Genetic crosstalk between distinct biological processes in S. pombe. The
size of each circle represents the fraction of significant interactions between
two processes compared to the fraction of significant interactions between all
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a ‘‘hub process’’ has previously been identified in a genome wide
S. cerevisiae genetic interaction map (Costanzo et al., 2010) and
is also supported by smaller-scale screens from C. elegans, suggesting that it may be a common feature of eukaryotic genetic
interaction networks (Lehner et al., 2006). Conversely, we see
that some processes, such as amino acid metabolism and transmembrane transport, have very few genetic interactions (Figure 7A), suggesting a high degree of functional independence
among these modules, with less impact on other cellular
processes than hub modules, at least under the conditions
used to collect the data.
In order to analyze the evolutionary conservation of high-level
interprocess connectivity, we created an analogous map for
S. cerevisiae (Figure S7 and Table S3). Comparison of the two
maps (Figure 7B) shows that at a global level, both organisms
share remarkable similarities and the level of crosstalk between
distinct biological processes is highly conserved. This appears
to happen independently of the extensive rewiring of individual
interactions as in both species genes involved in chromatin/
transcription and genes involved in mitosis/chromosome
segregation are significantly more likely to interact with each
other than random gene pairs (>1.4-fold enrichment in both
species); however, only 25% of the individual interactions
between these two processes are conserved. This suggests
that although there is flexibility in terms of the implementation
(the specific interactions between individual genes), there
may be design requirements that must be met by all eukaryotic
systems (the strong links between particular processes). For
example, many cellular perturbations (including gene deletions
[Hughes et al., 2000]) require an increase in transcription of
specific genes, which offers an explanation for the tendency of
genes in chromatin/transcription to act as genetic interaction
hubs. This requirement for specific transcription is likely to
be maintained across species, however the exact manner in
which it is achieved, and which components are involved may
be under less selective pressure.
Several of the processes that show conserved genetic links
are not surprising, including DNA metabolism with mitosis/
chromosome segregation and translation with ribosome
biogenesis/noncoding RNA processing. However, more intriguing connections also exist, including a link between
mitosis/chromosome segregation and mRNA processing (Figure 7C) (Murakami et al., 2007; Tang et al., 2011). While further
work will be required to understand the molecular mechanisms

annotated genes. Purple circles represent significant enrichment of interactions between processes. Significance is assessed using a two-tailed binomial
test, and the Bonferonni method is used to correct for multiple testing.
Enrichment values and p values are given in Table S3. For the S. cerevisiae
enrichment map and data, see Figure S7 and Table S3.
(B) Enrichments observed in S. pombe are highly correlated with the ones in
S. cerevisiae. Pairs of processes that are highly connected in both species
are colored purple, highlighted inside the yellow box and are drawn as
a network diagram in (C). Within process enrichments (i.e., the diagonal in A)
are not shown.
(C) Conserved links between biological processes. Links represent pairs of
processes that are linked by at least 1.4 times the background rate of genetic
interactions in both species.
See also Figure S7 and Table S3.
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that link these different processes, the evolutionary conservation
between both S. pombe and S. cerevisiae suggests that these
links are likely to exist in other eukaryotic organisms.
Perspective
The availability of large-scale, genome-wide quantitative genetic
interaction maps in the two model organisms, S. pombe and
S. cerevisiae, has provided an opportunity for an unprecedented
evolutionary analysis of genetic interactomes across eukaryotic
species. Additionally these data suggest ways to improve the
design of similar experiments in more complex organisms.
Genetic interaction mapping efforts can be broadly divided into
large-scale unbiased screens (Tong et al., 2004; Costanzo
et al., 2010), and those more focused on specific biological
pathways or processes (Schuldiner et al., 2005; Collins et al.,
2007; Roguev et al., 2008; Wilmes et al., 2008; Fiedler et al.,
2009; Zheng et al., 2010; Babu et al., 2011; Horn et al., 2011).
While both approaches have provided rich and unique biological insights, unbiased studies offer a number of advantages.
Because the genes studied are not selected based on prior
knowledge (e.g., subcellular localization, coexpression,
common function), there is a greater chance to functionally
annotate uncharacterized genes, such as the 144 we have
assigned to functional modules in this study. Furthermore,
unbiased gene selection increases the probability for identification of systems level trends, such as the connection reported
here between essentiality in one species and genetic interaction
degree in another. However, a major disadvantage of unbiased
screens is the significant labor and cost involved in data collection, at least using the current approaches.
By contrast, focused screens can be carried out with more
limited resources, are the method of choice for high-resolution,
quantitative interrogation of distinct biological functions, and
are often associated with more specific, hypothesis-driven
questions. Indeed, it is possible to saturate the interaction space
within specific processes such as the early secretory pathway
(Schuldiner et al., 2005), chromosome biology (Collins et al.,
2007), and mitochondrial function (Hoppins et al., 2011). In
addition to obtaining a detailed view of a particular process,
these studies are beneficial in a number of other ways. Genes
involved in the same process are more likely to genetically
interact, resulting in a greater ratio of significant interactions
discovered. Furthermore, in this study, we show that the interactions within biological processes are significantly more likely
to be conserved across species, making them of potentially
greater utility.
Both focused and unbiased screens currently share a common
handicap in their inability to generate comprehensive data sets.
Indeed, after over 10 years of experiments in the budding yeast
S. cerevisiae, only approximately six of a possible 18 million
pairwise interactions have been measured. Although this is
a monumental achievement, it corresponds to only 2% of the
interactions that would need to be measured to obtain
a complete mammalian genetic interactome, even without
considering the complexities of different cell types. Furthermore,
this does not take into account the generation of condition
specific genetic interaction studies, for example using the
differential E-MAP (or dE-MAP) approach (Bandyopadhyay

et al., 2010), or genetically analyzing multifunctional genes by
mutating specific domains or individual amino acids (our unpublished data), both of which increase the potential screening
space exponentially.
The issue of rational screen design is likely to become increasingly important as further genetic interaction detection methods
are developed in metazoans (Lehner et al., 2006; Horn et al.,
2011; Lin et al., 2012). We have previously proposed two
possible solutions—an iterative experimental approach based
on information theory (Casey et al., 2008), and an approach to
exploit the overlap between smaller scale screens (Ryan et al.,
2011). Our analysis suggests the additional possibility of exploiting the observations that in distantly related organisms
certain categories of genes comprise genetic interaction hubs
and certain pairs of processes are densely connected. Furthermore, we find that information collected from model systems
about connections between individual genes may not be as
useful as inferences derived from functional module definitions
and the level of crosstalk between different processes.
These observations are also likely to be helpful in the search
for epistasis in genome-wide association studies. Genetic interactions are believed to account for a significant amount of the
‘‘missing heritability’’ of complex diseases (Moore, 2003;
Carlborg and Haley, 2004; Zuk et al., 2012). Since in genomewide association studies testing every possible pair-wise
interaction is computationally expensive and results in a significant loss of statistical power (Hirschhorn and Daly, 2005;
Cordell, 2009), testing for interactions between logically selected
subsets of gene pairs is likely to result in significant gains in the
search for the cause of complex diseases (Pattin and Moore,
2008; Hannum et al., 2009).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Data Collection
Genetic crosses were performed in high density (1536 format) on a Singer
RoToR station using the PEM system and applying a previously published
protocol. For a full list of strains, see Table S1. Data was collected in batches
of 25–35 queries and colony sizes were measured with the Colony Measure
Program (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ht-col-measurer/).
Scoring of Genetic Interactions
Raw data was scored with a published software toolbox. Individual batches
were normalized and scored separately thus minimizing systematic experimental biases and batch-to-batch variation.
For a detailed description of methods related to characterization of
SPAC1610.01, SPCC2H8.05c, and the DSC complex as well as computational
methods used see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes three tables, four data sets, Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, and seven figures and can be found with this article
online at doi:10.1016/j.molcel.2012.05.028.
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